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Editor’s Message:
Hello there and welcome to the Fall edition of the ISA AD newsletter from
your friendly editor.
This edition is bitter sweet as it will be my last as the ISA AD editor. I have
greatly enjoyed my five years tenure (10 editions) as collator of all things ISA
AD. It has been an excellent way to connect with all the various facets of the
committee. To get up close and (somewhat) personal with the machinations of

ISA and how we fit into their much larger world. As has been said on a number
of occasions, ISA AD is run by a merry band of fantastic volunteers and industry
experts and it has been an honor for me to have to hound them twice a year for
content and information for our newsletter.
But as is often the case with AD, I will be leaving the newsletter in excellent
and very capable hands. Tim Kuikens (of M&C), who has been volunteering
with the AD committee for some years now, and who was part of the ground
team in Pasadena, CA that ensured the success of that Symposium, has kindly
stepped forward and offered (no push required)
to take up the reins, starting in the spring of 2019.
We greatly thank Tim for volunteering and will
welcome him formally in the spring edition.
Normally at this juncture I look for some witty
information on the industry to share with the
readers, but sadly this year ISA AD lost one
of its greats – Roy Muston – a truly dedicated
servant to both the process analyzer industry and
to the ISA AD. Roy gave countless hours, days
and weeks of his time in a host of roles over the years to help cement these
Symposia at the leading edge of our industry.
ISA AD lost a true friend and loyal volunteer in Roy’s passing and so we
dedicate this edition (and the following pages) to him in remembrance of all he
did for us.
That just leaves me to say goodbye as your editor and thank you for reading
– and I hope to see you around the Symposia. Thank you.
Stuart Simmonds
ISA Analysis Division Newsletter Editor

ROY LEE MUSTON
MARCH 6, 1948 – SEPTEMBER 17, 2018
Roy Lee Muston, 70, of Pasadena, TX went to be with his Heavenly Father on Monday, September 17, 2018. He was born in Rockdale, TX on March 6, 1948 to
Lee Dial and Nannie Faye Muston. He was married to Bert Muston for 45 years and together they had two daughters, Jamie and Lisa. Roy had a successful career
as an Analyzer Specialist for Shell Oil Company and retired after more than 30yrs. He then worked as a contractor for Siemens Corporation and lent his expertise to
various projects around the world. Roy loved his family dearly and loved many people like they were his family. He enjoyed cooking big
dinners for his family, fishing the bay with his friends, going gambling with his wife, and most of all spending time with his grandkids.
He had a servant’s heart and loved giving back to his community. He was a member of the Instrument Society of America and served
as the Chairman of Houston Analysis Subsections, Director of the Analysis Division and chaired the ISA’s annual Shrimp Boil for more
than 20yrs. He also served as the President of the Pasadena Strawberry Festival from 2003-2006 and has been a Director over various
areas of the festival for the last 20yrs. Roy also volunteered his time for many organizations throughout his daughter’s school careers,
including PTA, Band Boosters, FFA Boosters, Pasadena Livestock Show & Rodeo and is a Lifetime Member of the Houston Livestock
Show & Rodeo.
Roy is preceded in death by his sister, Bonnie Kelley. He is survived by his wife, Bert Muston; daughters, Jamie Huffar and husband
Roger and Lisa Babineaux; grandchildren, Ethan and Emma Babineaux and Scott Sadler; brother, Dr. Jim Muston and wife Sandy;
sisters, Juanita Beason and husband Billy and Kathy Muston; several nieces, nephews, and great-nieces and nephews and more friends than can be counted. Roy
was a very blessed man and a blessing to many and will be greatly missed but live forever in our hearts.

Remembering Roy
Roy vs the Piping Engineer
I first met Roy Muston in ~1981. I was working for Western Research, travelling out of Calgary and Shell Deer Park were looking at new sulfur recovery tail gas
analyzers. Memory is a bit dim, but I remember Roy much as anyone does, straight talk and a lot of attention to detail. We did a walk down of the five SRU sample
points and I learned a little something about piping.
Spin forward 30-some years. Roy had retired from Shell Deer Park and was consulting to Siemens who had the analyzer integration project for the Motiva Port
Arthur expansion. Western Research was now part of Ametek and we were supplying three ‘top of the pipe ‘, close coupled type tail gas analyzers to match the
three they had in service. Trouble was, like it is for a lot of expansion projects at legacy refineries, real estate was very tight. The SRU
was built straight up and there was no horizontal section of pipe; we had to place the analyzer on a vertical section of pipe. It was no
problem, we had done it before. We were shown a conceptual drawing during the front-end engineering design that showed we would
be provided gobs of room and adequate space to support the analyzer from the top. Come time of the detailed engineering, with no
prior consultation with the analyzer project team the piping engineer locates the sample point squashed between 2 decks and no place
for overhead support.
The detailed engineering contractor was S&B and they did best they could (putting the piping engineer in the witness protection
program before Roy found him) to help us. Roy gathered the analyzer team; Siemens fabricated a very clever cantilever support from a
ring around the vertical section of pipe. Ametek beefed up the dog leg spool piece so it could support the moment force of the resultant
weight. This being Motiva, a Shell JV the on-site analyzer team knew Roy very well. Their question, and they did not want to hear from
Ametek, Siemens or S&B they wanted to know from Roy only….”Roy, is this going to work ?” (translation; “if it doesn’t work, we’re going to have to get out the Roy
Muston Voodoo doll and the big pins”).
Well of course it did work because Roy did what he always did and gathered everyone he needed to make it work but for sure there was a few beads of sweat
come start-up. That picture you’re looking at is what Roy sent to us the day the first analyzer was being installed. I have used this
picture a hundred times or more in presentations to show the pitfalls of letting piping engineers design in a compromised sample
point for which the analyzer tribe are told to live with. I point out the guy in the blue FRC who “does not look happy and here is why
he’s not happy”. So, at the very least we owe Roy a royalty cheque but also to say that ‘not happy’ was not Roy’s natural state. Roy
Muston was a stand-up guy who loved to work with people. When you arrived at a solution the praise was spread around and its on
to the next problem. Rest easy Roy Muston.

Randy Hauer
Roy Boy: you are going to really be missed. This past year’s Annual Shrimp boil was a bitter sweet event without you. You and I have shared many years together
picking up the shrimp for the event and our celebratory beer will be missed. This year was not the same without you, but I know my
best friend is in a better pain free place now. Thank for being my best friend and for your committed support to the ISA/AD.

Jerry Slomke
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Message from the Director:
Esteemed fellow analyzer professionals: it is with a heavy heart that I must
hand over the reins of this great ISA Division to the Director Elect, Ms. Cindy
Cauthen. I have had the pleasure to lead an enthusiastic and very capable
team of dedicated people who run the annual symposium, and they met all
expectations again in 2018 as we again reached new highs on exhibitors and
overall attendance. The training programs offered on Sunday and Thursday
were the best attended in recent years [150+ attendees - best since we have
been tracking the numbers], a big thanks to the Training Team and Instructors
who gave their time to make that happen.
As you can see from the photo,
I attended the ISA Annual Leaders
Meeting, held in Montreal October
12-15th, and was fortunate enough
to receive the 2018 ISA Division
Excellence Award, presented to your
Analysis Division. This is testament to
the effort that the Division volunteers
put in every year to bring a successful
annual meeting to the customers of
the Analysis Division – and by customers I mean exhibitors and end users
alike, since the ISA is the organization that offers the means for our community
to gather and enjoy the discussions over the course of 5-6 days each year.
I should also mention that the AD won the Automation and Technology Best
Division Award for the 24th time in 25 years. We are recognized as the most
active Division within the ISA.
I would also like to congratulate Dr. Peter Geiser of NEO, the recipient of the
Annual Award in Technical Excellence, endowed by the Analysis Division, which
I presented at the Annual Honors and Awards Gala. Peter was recognized for
his contributions to advances in TDL technology and Applications to In Situ
Monitoring.
On other business, the ISA has new leadership and we may see some
changes in the way Symposia are organized. I am not yet clear on the details,
but I expect a minimal impact on our successful annual event. Details to follow
as they are communicated to the Divisions.
I want to thank Dr. Jerry Clemons, who after a long and outstanding career
in the world of gas chromatography has informed me that he will step down as
Chair of the Awards Committee. Under his long tenure, we saw many of our
own elevated to the ranks of Fellow. Others were beneficiaries of Enduring
Service Awards, and the Technical Excellence Award has been given to an AD
professional every year since inauguration of the award. It was all due to the
hard work of Jerry putting together nominations. We cannot thank him enough.
It also means we are actively recruiting his successor. Please contact me if you
would like to fill this role.
At the AD2018 in Galveston, I led a roundtable discussion on what we as
a group would like the symposium to look like in 2025. We got some ideas
around things like Poster Sessions, multiple program tracks, larger Exhibit Hall,
infomercials in the Hall, different format to the papers, to name a few. I am
all for change where it makes sense, but I believe we are providing a wellbalanced event right now, so maybe we try a few tweaks as we go on and see
what improvements we can make. Please feel free to offer your opinion on what
could make our annual symposium more valuable to you.
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And so, my two-year tenure comes to a close, I know you will all give Cindy
a rousing welcome as the new Director for 2019-2020. The ISA also expects a
continuity plan, so we have also announced our next Director Elect, Mr. Stuart
Simmonds. The future looks healthy.
Paul Barnard
Director ISA Analysis Division (2017-2018)

Message from our International ISA AD:
We continue to move forward at pace with our International ISA Analysis
Division symposia. As you can see from the highlights below this year, we had
our third United Arab Emirates and second Singapore symposia in the fall of
2018. Plus our first symposium in Saudi Arabia.
Here are some key facts & figures:
27th September 2018
2nd ISA Analysis Division Singapore Symposium
16 Exhibitors
The number of delegates increased by 10% from 223 attendees in 2017 to 245
people in 2018, with a third of the attendees being End Users & EPCs.
3rd October 2018
1ST ISA Analysis Division Saudi Arabia Symposium
16 Exhibitors
Amazingly we hit 353 Attendees for an inaugural event. What is even more
amazing is that 83% of these attendees were End Users & EPCs.
9th – 10th October 2018
3rd ISA Analysis Division UAE Symposium
6 Exhibitors
In 2016 we had 150 attendees. In 2017 we had 300 attendees. In 2018 we had
430 attendees with 63% of those attending
being End Users & EPCs
The vendors were highly impressed with
such a large percentage of End Users at the
events and as such view the ISA Analysis
Division as a clear platform for their global
business development.
With that in mind ISA AD is being asked to
consider further symposia around the globe
in such countries as Russia, China, The
Netherlands & India.
Unfortunately, we were unable to have guest speakers from North America for
any of the events this year, but we plan to try and make this work again next
year.
ISA Analysis Division is extremely pleased with the results from our symposia
outside of the United States and we look forward to further efforts in spreading
the ISA AD message around the world next year.

Mo Loch
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Message from the Standards and Practises Chair:

Membership:

The standards and practises group (SP76) meets each year during the ISA
AD symposia to recap the events in the year. ISA SP76 is the USA Standards
Committee that is viewed as an IEC SC65B WG14 USA shadow committee.
Jim Tatera acting as Technical Advisor for Analyzers and Work Group
attended the annual meeting in Berlin, Germany. The WG meeting held in
Berlin, in addition to ANSI/ISA, was supported by attendees representing
European Instrument and Standards related organizations like EEMUA,
NAMUR, the Dutch Process Analyzer Platform, BAM - a German government
research institute, the Chinese National Committee, plus individual vendor
and user businesses. In addition to just working on specific documents, these
meetings are an excellent opportunity to learn more about international trends
in standardization and technology. Our participation and networking at these
meetings are also a good way to enhance and keep the ISA name more visible
within the other involved organizations and countries. It gives us an opportunity
to promote ISA products and events such as the AD Symposia.
Here are some of the highlights from the meeting;
• This conference was attended by ten participants, from five countries (DE,
NL, UK, CN, and USA), plus several other individuals (some from additional
countries) submitted electronic reports/inputs for discussion and consideration.
• International support for WG14 activities is growing with significant recent
increased participation and interest from China, Japan, Canada, and Europe
(particularly Holland, Spain, and France). The USA, UK, and Germany have
been major supporters of our activities for over 20 years.
• ISA 76 has expressed desires to produce a USA version of the IEC 61285
(Safety of Analyzer Houses) document.
• ISA 76 voted to develop a USA version of IEC 61831 TR (On-Line Analyzer
Systems – Guide to design and Installation).
• The other major ISA standards impact is the USA to IEC transfer of
the ISA 76 Modular Interface Document (ANSI/ISA 76.00.02) plus future
documents in this series. Parker, Swagelok, Circor, and others have expressed
a strong interest/endorsement in seeing the NeSSI Standards series become
international standards.
• WG14 has been working on and developed several new documents of
likely future USA/SP 76 interest. A Tunable Diode Laser technology document
(61207-7) has received a lot of interest in China, Canada, Germany, UK, and
the US.
• Reports on Fluorometric O2 sensors and Chemometrics analyzers have
also been requested.
• WG14 is developing an Analyzer Validation and Calibration document that
should be of interest to SP76.
• The Dutch are developing a new Continuous LNG Sampling document for
WG 14 which will be of interest to the LNG/ Natural Gas industry in the US.
• China is leading a Water Quality Monitoring document that is likely
to receive a lot of interest in the developing world and consequently many
developed world vendors are also interested.

Analysis Division at the Honors & Awards:
At the recent ISA Honors and Awards Fall Leaders Meeting in Montreal,
Canada on October 14, 2018 the follow of
awards were presented to members of ISA AD.
Dr. Peter Geiser with NEO Monitors AS
located in Skedsmokorset, Norway was awarded
the Excellence in Analytical Innovation Award,
which is endowed by the ISA Analysis Division.
The Analysis Division was recognized as
the Best Division by both the ISA Society and A&T Department.
Please remember that the Analysis Division members need to submit
candidates for the ISA Society Technical and Service Awards beginning in
January 2019. It is very easy to do using the ISA website. You can also refer
to the website for the explanation of each award. If you have questions or
need help with Honors and Awards submissions, please contact the ISA AD
committee.
The Analysis Division is actively looking for the next Honors and Awards
Chair. Please contact Paul Barnard or Cindy Cauthen if you would be interested
in taking on this valuable role within the committee.
Jerry Clemons
Honors and Awards Chair

Jim Tatera / Mike Chaney (On Behalf of Wes Carter)
Standards and Practises Chair
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Gilmer, Thomasson, Fowler, Konrad (GTFK) Award
for AD 2018:

Third Place
Module-Based Process Analyzer Systems
David Novak

Each year at close of the AD Symposium, the
award is made for the top three papers from the
symposium. The GTFK award is named after
four distinguished and significant contributors to
the technical content of the Analysis Division. We
must never lose site of the fact that without the
papers there would be no symposium. For that
purpose, I would like to give thanks to all of the
authors and especially those who presented for
their first time.

Siemens Industry, Inc.

I would also like to thank the peer review committee of six very experienced
analyzer professionals; Dr. Jerry Clemons, ISA Fellow, Past Director, Michael
Singletary, Manny Alvarez, Rod Spitler, Kris Akre, Dr. Brian Rohrback.
The written papers are first graded in advance of the symposium by the
review committee for; technical merit, originality, completeness, applicability,
clarity and illustrations accounting for 70% of the overall score. During the
symposium the audience is asked to participate in the scoring based on;
presentation, technical merit and impact accounting for remaining 30% of the
overall score.
The top three papers this year were:

In closing I will add as I do every year; the AD community can consider the
call for papers now open. It is not too early to consider a position for AD-2019.
Paul Cammarata
Publications Chair, ISA Analytical Division Director Elect (2017-2018)

Message from the Symposium Chair:
ISA’s Analysis Division Symposium beats their own record every year by
exceeding the number of attendees that explore the latest technical findings,
share best practices and gain valuable training every year.

First Place
Optimizing Natural Gas Liquid Production Using Near Infrared Spectroscopy
Phil Harris
Insight Analytical Solutions

At the 2018 AD in Galveston, TX the attendee count was 498 process and
analytical professionals and industry experts. We appreciate the support from
over 83 vendors that participated in the technology Forum and Exhibition
to explore and discuss the latest advances
in analytical processes, techniques and
applications.
As always, I want to thank our team of
volunteers for the many hours they put into this
long running symposium, now in its 64th year.
We are always looking for people to join our
team to help make this the best it can be and
worthy for all that attend. Please reach out to
any of us if you are interested- even the smallest
amount of time volunteered is much appreciated.

Second Place
Process Monitoring 4.0 and Elevation of the Process Analytical Enterprise
Marcus Trygstad
Yokogawa Corporation of America

We strive to keep this event, that promises education/ industry
understanding, new and innovative ideas, and networking/ socializing amongst
analyzer Professionals with all types of backgrounds fresh and alive for many
years to come and we welcome your input.
I look forward to seeing everyone, once again in Galveston, Texas for our
64th annual ISA AD Symposium May 5th- May 9th, 2019. Stay tuned for more
information.
Cindy Cauthen / Dale Merriman
Symposium (General) Chair
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Symposium Call for Papers:
The 64th Analysis Division Symposium will be May 5-9, 2019 in Galveston, Texas, USA.
This symposium is recognized as the outstanding forum for discussions of new and innovative analytical techniques, developments, and applications for process
and laboratory. Speakers and attendees to the symposium are world-wide and share the opportunity to speak to an international audience, participate in informal
discussions and social gatherings, and acquire the latest information about analytical sciences.
Papers are accepted which address topics in chemical analysis including methods, applications, hardware and software, systems and operation, and maintenance.
Subject content may concern technology in development or technology applied in industry practice. Proceedings are marketed and sold globally. An International
Standard Book Number (ISBN) will be assigned to the proceedings.
General subject areas of interest
• Chemical Analyzers

• Gas Detectors

• Systems Integration

• Sampling Systems

• Physical Properties

• Emerging Technologies

• Maintenance

• Validation / Calibration

• Spectroscopy

• Environmental

• Chromatography

• Site Acceptance Testing / Cutover

Submission guidelines
All papers are reviewed by the Analysis Division Paper Review Committee and must conform, or be modified to conform, to Analysis Division and ISA format and
content guidelines. Papers must address the technology and may not be commercial in nature.
All papers must be submitted in electronic format (Microsoft Word) suitable for publication in the proceedings by the deadlines indicated below. All overhead slides
or presentation materials used at the symposium must be provided in electronic format (Microsoft PowerPoint) prior to the symposium for review and approval. A
publication release form is required by ISA for all papers.
To submit
An “Intent to Present” is due immediately to Paul Barnard, the Technical Program Chairman, at paul.barnard@lyb.com, with abstracts submitted by 15 December
2018 to the Paper Review Committee Chairman, Paul Cammarata at pcammarata@dow.com.
Draft Paper to Review Chairman:

18 January 2019

Reviewers’ Comments to Authors:

22 February 2019

Final Paper for Publication: 		

08 March 2019

Papers Sent to Publisher: 		

22 March 2019

Oral Presentation Electronic Materials:

12 April 2019

Symposium Presentation: 		

05-09 May 2019

Cindy Cauthen
Symposium (General) Chair
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AD-2019 Galveston, TX Headline News:
Cindy Cauthen (supported as always by Dale Merriman) is our returning Symposium Chair and is in the process of forming her team. Details of the 64th annual AD Symposium will be
posted on the web site shortly with the following information as it becomes available.
Call for Papers:
See the web site for details (www.adsymposium.org). Abstracts will be accepted in the order they are received and a waiting list will form when the program is filled.
Hotel(s)
The conference hotel is the Hilton Galveston Island Resort, right next door to the convention center. Book early if you expect to have space here.
As with other conferences we will have overflow space at adjacent properties
Technical Program
Paul Barnard and Paul Cammarata will have the preliminary program on the web site in February. There will be the usual three full days of peer reviewed papers.
Educational Programs:
The Fundamentals courses will be held on Sunday as well as the Advanced course(s). The schedule will be posted to the web site in the spring.
The Hands-On courses will be held on the Thursday, details will be posted to the web site in the spring.
Vendor Technical Forum:
Shana Kiser is once again our returning Vendor Chair – thank you Shana. We expect 80+ vendors, registration information will be available on the web site in January,
Banquet and Keynote Speaker:
The banquet will be held on Tuesday night. The Banquet sold out early last year, be sure to sign up for your tickets when you register.
Spouses Program
There will be a full spouses program; details will be available on the website.
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A Special Thank You to Johnny Austin who kindly formats the Newsletter for us.

Our Supporting Sponsors
The AD invites vendors who participate in the technical forum at the AD to support the newsletter. We know
there is keen competition for their promotion budget. They have chosen to contribute to the Newsletter
and underwrite the special projects we fund with the proceeds. In addition, each year at AD a standing
committee makes an award for the “Innovative Product of the Year,” and tthis year’s recipient is the Icon
Scientific Cetane Number Analyzer. They carry title to the award for one full year and receive a full page
space in the Newsletter which you see following.
We thank all of our supporting sponsors for their generosity and innovation. If your company is interested
in a placement please contact the newsletter editor

Supporting Sponsorship Rates
Quarter Page	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $262.50 USD
Half Page	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $420 USD
Full Page	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $630 USD
*Includes credit card processing fee. Payment made to Houston Local Chapter c/o MerTech Inc.
Contact Rod Merz or Randy Hauer for details
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by Air Dimensions

Division I Group B
Zone 1 IIB + H2

NEW—Division I Group B
Zone 1 IIB + H2

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Engineering Support
Minimal maintenance
Emergency shipments in 1 day
Modied stroke for custom performance
Leak free
Oil free
ContaminaƟon free
Explosion Proof to NEC, ATEX, IECEx, GOST
Flow rates up to 150 LPM
Pressure up to 5 barG
Vacuum to 29.9 InHg
Built to last for tough applicaƟons
Corrosion resistant to stack & process gases
Zone/Division II opƟons

Zone 1 EExd IIC

Zone 1 EExd IIC

Experts in Sample Pumps for Process & CEMS
Analyzers since 1971
For over 40 years, Air Dimensions has provided the gas
analyƟcal industry with high quality diaphragm pumps for all
your sampling needs. Our unique modied eccentric stroke
opƟon allows you to tailor the pump capacity to your
requirements, resulƟng in a well balanced system and extended
life of the pump. Contact our team today and learn more about
how Dia-Vac® pumps are seƫng the standard in performance
and delivery. At ADI, we pass your gas at the speed of need.

Made in
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New portable gas analyzer brings fast, accurate
moisture measurement to the field.
The 5100P Portable Gas Analyzer from AMETEK Process Instruments brings tunable diode laser (TDLAS)
technology to portable measurements of moisture in natural gas. Whether in transmission pipelines,
at custody transfer points and metering stations, or in compressor and underground storage
facilities, the 5100P analyzer provides clear proof of water content in natural gas to ±4 ppmv.
Its integrated sampling system removes contaminants, the battery provides at least eight
hours of continuous operation, and its light weight (<30 lb/14 kg) makes transporting
easy. Intuitive operation and data logging make it ideal for use in remote locations
or to verify fixed analyzer installations.
Learn more at www.ametekpi.com/5100P.

© 2018 by AMETEK Inc. All rights reserved.
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Analyzers that work.

Install dependable liquid and gas analyzers that measure H2S, CO2,
total sulfur, hydrocarbons, and oil.

Liquid Analyzers:




Gas Analyzers:

Hydrocarbons/VOC in Water
Oil in Water
H2S in Liquids
(crude, water, diesel, & more)





H 2S
CO2
Sulfur

www.LiquidGasAnalyzers.com
Phone: (281) 516-3950 | Fax: (281) 351-8925 | sales@asikeco.com
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